
The Bubble Run is coming on Saturday August 13th. Last year it created havoc getting into the track. We are anticipating 
traffic to be difficult from 6 am to 9 am on Saturday Morning. With that in mind, the board has arranged many options to solve 
the issue for you.. All the solutions involve getting to the track early so plan accordingly! There is a $20 charge for camping on 
Thursday night. There is no charge for camping on Friday.

Thursday Night: 
Thursday night staging in the south paddock area will happen as in July from 6pm to midnight when the gates lock. Thursday 
evening entry to the park will not be allowed until 6pm or later to allow the users in the south paddock time to clear out. As 
before, south broad acre staging is allowed anytime Thursday at no cost. $20 per vehicle to set up inside the park Thursday 
night. Any entry to PIR before 10pm will also cost $10 per person for non-optional motocross gate fee. Follow the OMRRA 
signs!

Friday Day:
2 fast will the running their track day until 5 pm. It is free to come into the park during the day. Crossing is at Turn 9 between 
sessions - the corner worker at the point will direct you. Keep your pit speeds low.

Friday Night:
Friday Night drags will be running their races from 5 to 10 pm. Show a season pass at the gate to not pay the gate fee - if you 
don’t have one, you will be charged for entry. Move carefully as directed by signs towards the turn 9 track entry. Be polite and 
follow all Drag staff instructions. There were issues last race weekend and there can not be any repeats or OMRRA will lose 
this access. See attached map.

FRIDAY NIGHT ACCESS

Saturday Morning:
The Bubble Run will again severely choke all entry to PIR 
from 6am through 9am. Very serious traffic and delays are to 
be expected. The worst traffic will be focused on I-5 exits to 
PIR, both Northbound and Southbound lanes. There are two 
Saturday options to avoid this traffic jam.
1) Arrive at 5am Saturday morning through the front gates. 
PIR staff will have the main gates open at 5am on Saturday 
morning (instead of the normal 6:30am).
2) Enter via the special Schmeer Road underpass between 
5am and 9am on Saturday morning. Map attached. This 
option offers several approaches to PIR without using I-5, 
best choice is westbound on Schmeer then turn left through 
the bicycle path gate. PIR staff will man the bicycle path gate 
on the south side of Schmeer Road as shown on the map. 
Large trailers are not encouraged to use this option as the 
path is a single lane wide and has some sharp turns.
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